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The Tobin's Spirit Guide is a 1989 role-playing game published by West End Games for Ghostbusters, based on the popular movie Ghostbusters. Contents Tobin's Spirit Guide was first mentioned in the 1984 film as a guide to common types of ghosts; he is also mentioned in the 1986-1989 animated series Real Ghostbusters. This role-playing addition was
named after a fictional book and contains descriptions of nearly fifty supernatural beings to use with Ghostbusters International. The tobin's Spirit Guide story was written by Kim Mohan with Robert S. Babcock, with the art of Timothy Mullen, and was published by West End Games in 1989 as an 80-page book. In 2016, Insight Editions published an unrelated
book written by Eric Burnham to link itself to the release of the reboot of Ghostbusters. The book has concept art from the new film and interviews with some of the actors and producers. Reception Stuart Wick reviewed the Spirit of Tobin's Guide to the White Wolf #20, and gave him a perfect rating of 5 out of 5 overall, stating that if you play GBI
(Ghostbusters International), this supplement is a better buy than any West End adventure the game could produce for the game. In the September 1990 edition of Dragon (Issue #161), Jim Bambra gave the book a strong recommendation, saying, Here's still a lot of pesky slime for your Ghostbusters to catch. Inquiries: b Kooser, Amanda (2015-09-09).
Spirit-guide Ghostbusters to become a real book. cnet.com. Knet. Received 2020-10-03. b Vic, Stuart (April-May 1990). Capsule Reviews. White Wolf magazine. No 20. page 49-50.CS1 maint: date format (link) - Chic, Lawrence (1991). Heroic Worlds: A Story and a Guide to Role-Playing Games. Prometheus Books. 248-249. ISBN 0-87975-653-5. Jim
Bambra (September 1990). Role reviews. Dragon. Lake Geneva, Wisconsin: TSR (#161): 38. Received from the (West_End_Games) Oldid'981687581 Share Tobin Spirit Guide 1 by John Horace Tobin is a book that serves as a collection of various supernatural phenomena, entities and facts. The computer version of the software is hard to find and very
expensive. Egon and Ray refer to him so often that they can be taught entire sections. Copies of the book were shown in hardcover, paperback and electronic media. Tobin's spiritual guidance often helps Ghostbusters identify entities involved in the activities they take on. The story of The Original Canon Ghostbusters Records of cult leaders, cults, gods,
demigods, and various faces, including Ivo Sandor, Cult of Goser, Gozer, and Sul were recorded in the Spirit Guide of Tobin. Sandor's recording mentions strange rituals, on rooftops in New York was founded in 1920. In 1984, after an interview with Dana Barrett, Egon thought about finding the name Soul in Tobin's guide to the spirit. While the Ghostbusters
were imprisoned briefly, Egon Spengler informed everyone that he had learned about 550 Central Park West from the Spirit of Tobin Guide. Ghostbusters: Video game Spirit Guide is widely used in the Sandor incident of 1991. P.K.E. Meter and Ecto Goggles have been modified to work in tandem. When the object or Cursed Artifact was fully scanned, the
data was added to the electronic version of the Tobin Spirit Manual, which the Newcomer could access at any time. The new recording provided a complete biography of the person, including the picture, their class level, their strength, the weapons against which they are weak, whether they may be trapped or destroyed, and some information about their
history. Secondary Canon Real Ghostbusters Egon and Ray wore around the paperback version of the book about the assignments. Egon sometimes had a Guide to the Spirit of Tobin on small computer interface devices and then on a computer. The latter was marked as very dear by Ray, because he probably wasn't the popular to which Egon scoffs.
Ghostbusters never memorized every record, as they often found something new when they searched for unknown spirits in the manual. Extreme Ghostbusters Extreme Ghostbusters used Spengler's Spirit Guide, the spiritual successor to the Tobin Spirit Guide, written by Egon Spengler after the original team broke up. However, the Extreme team relied
more on the electronic version and the Internet and checked the books to dig up information about ghosts they know little about. Ghostbusters International It was published as the source of the book for Ghostbusters Role-playing game containing ghosts from around the world that can be used as opponents in the game. As well as some backgrounds on
Tobin himself. According to page V from the source of the book representing the title page of the manuscript, the full title is written as: Spiritual Guide J.H. Tobin, being a COMPENDIUM of ghosts, gods, spirits and manifestations from outside the normal realms of existence - with TRAVELOGUE and notes on the philosophy of the occult - Created by the
author - Tobin went undercover in the cult of Goser to explore their methods and history for his Book of Spirit of Tobin. Tobin completed the full text of the manual in 1929. The original seal weighed almost 40 pounds. In later editions, the manual was divided into two volumes. The Paranormal Contracts Oversight Commission is currently conducting a dossier
on Tobin's Spirit Guide, #SG1a. A hardcover copy of Tobin's Spiritual Guide was taken aboard a flight to Shenectady by the Hunters Ray and Egon consulted with him, trying to narrow down the identity of the essence of the essence were sent to confront. Ray Stanz and Kylie Griffin have used Tobin's Spirit Guide for their research into recurring childhood
ghosts and supernatural abductions over the past 50 years. There are pages on Tiamat and Goser in a row. Both have images of one of their famous forms and recordings written in the Gozerian alphabet. There's also pages that detail the rules that involve Gozer. These pages include Gozer images and hieroglyphics. An annotated copy of the Tobin Spirit
Manual is stored in Egon's foot locker. Kylie had a Spirit Tobin Guide with her while all the brainstorming about Thralls From Chi-You after the Madison Square Garden battle. It was later when Turtles, April O'Neill and Casey Jones returned home through the Interspatial Teleportation Unit in the basement of the Firehouse. While two Ghostbusters teams
explored the Protea, Egon consulted the Tobin Spirit Guide. After meeting with a powerful entity on Staten Island, Ray did some research. He defined the essence as the Sandman in the Tobin Spirit Guide. The short story begins with a baby monster from the 19th century used to scare children. At the beginning of the century The Sandman brought
consternation among children as he would sneak into the rooms of the young who would not sleep. The sandman threw sand at the children, causing them to itch. When the child rubbed his eyes, his eyes fall out on the floor, creating a bloody mess. Sandman will collect these... The record also contained some Latin. Somnum sempiternum freely translates as
sleep forever and oculus satietas freely translates as a kind of saturation. Parallel Egon consulted with the Guide to the Spirit of Tobin, during a flight to the island of Chiloe with the Ghostbusters of this universe, to inform himself of the local knowledge of Chile. Kylie Griffin has presented several versions of Ray Abby Yates' occult books. Among them was the
Spiritual Guide of Tobin. Abby asked if there was anything on Leigh Lines. The books went flying when the pressure from the P.K.E. buildup was brutally released. Insight Editions Egon and Ray put in a few weeks to update and summarize the guide in a more mainstream edition. See also the trivia date of the publication of the book in the canon of the film
unknown. Since Ivo Sandor is mentioned in the volume, it is reasonable to assume that Tobin's Spiritual Guide was written sometime in the 20th century. The Gozer rituals recorded in the book come after mentioning a cult founded in 1920, so the manual should have been published in this decade not before. In True Ghostbusters, Tobin's Spiritual Guide has
a total of 1,213.7 words. In the West End game RPG Version of Tobin's Spirit Guide, the first edition was printed in October 1920 by Guzman, Scott, and Bonterre Publishers. In the novelization of the first The book, which Dr. Wenkman claps on the table near Dr. Spengler's head at the New York Public Library, is a copy of tobin's Guide to the Spirit. In the
continuity of the legion mini-series, it was Michael Druverhaven who gave Egon a copy of the Tobin Spirit Guide. In Ghostbusters: The Video Game (Realistic versions), scanning and receiving the Spirit Guide entry of any ghost in the game will unlock the Xbox 360 Achievement or PlayStation Trophy called I Pick Up the Signal..., while getting records of all
ghosts will be back unlocked off Man. I'm a scientist. In Ghostbusters: The Video Game, art pages can also be found that add images to the spirit of the recording guide. The original manuscript can also be found in the basement of the fire station in a stylized version. The guide is seen flying in What's Samhain just happened?! page 11. On page 23 of the
Ghostbusters #3, File #F390 mentions the Toles terror dogs are counted in the Spirit guide to Tobin (2nd edition, 1937). On page 22 of the issue of Ghostbusters 4, Spirit of Tobin's Guide refers to a file covered by photos of The Host Of Puft Marshmallow Man Tobin Spirit Guide appears on the cover of C Ghostbusters Volume 2 Issue #1 On page 17
Ghostbusters Volume 2 Issue #5, Tobin Spirit Guide from I City and The Standing Room only makes no-canon cameo in the top of the computer. Spirit of Tobin's Guide appears on the RI cover of Ghostbusters Volume 2 issue #8. On the sixth page of Ghostbusters Volume 2 issue #17, Spirit of Tobin's Guide to home computer search screen from the real
Ghostbusters episode I'm a City Makes No Canonical Cameo in Firehouse's R'D Lab #17. Makes no canonical cameo on the computer screen behind Egon's R'D Firehouse Lab. Tobins Spirit Guide appears on the regular cover of Ghostbusters Volume 2 issue #20. Tobin's Spirit Guide has been added as an exclusive Kickstarter character in Cryptozotic
Entertainment Toth ghostbusters: Tincture games after an $850,000 stretch goal was achieved. This is a cardboard box (3.25 width x4.25 height x 0.75 diameter) where the cards can be stored in. On the cover of Ghostbusters: Get Real Issue #3 there is a Tobin Spirit Guide. On page 27 of Ghostbusters Annual 2015, the rogue Sandman from Mr. Sandman's
real Ghostbusters episode, Dream Me Dream appears on the right page of Tobin's Spirit Guide. On page 4 Insight Editions' Spirit Guide, Ray The unabridged edition guide weighs about 35 pounds. In tor Books Ghostbusters Novelization, page 36, Tobin's Spiritual Guide is one of the books read by Erin Gilbert and Abby Yates high school. On the cover of A
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles/Ghostbusters Volume 2 issue #1, Egon looks at Tobin's Guide to the Spirit. The Tobin Spirit Guide is mentioned in Samuel Hazer's biography on the 22nd Crossing Over Virtual Trading Card, released May 3, 2018. On the cover of A of Ghostbusters, answer a question about #3, one of the books on the shelf is a copy of Tobin's
Spiritual Guide. Tobin's guide to the spirit appears on the regular cover of Ghostbusters for the 35th anniversary: Extreme Ghostbusters. It was updated in 1997, the year the show aired and takes place in the universe. On the cover of the RI Ghostbusters Year One issue #1, The Spirit of Tobin's Guide to the Cover is one posted by Jason Reitman on social
media during the main ghostbusters photo: The Afterlife. The appearance of Primarary Canon Secondary Canon Real Ghostbusters Neighborhood Mrs. Roger Egon Spengler looks wat. Troll Bridge Trolls record counseling Egon. You can see four images of trolls. Based on his dialogue at the time, the record can detail the methods of removing and/or troll
language. Boogieman Cometh Boogieman record advice. The Spirit of Aunt Lois Douche recording a consultation. They are called the arrangement of spirits, perhaps implying a certain section of the volume. Ain't NASA-Sarily So Computerized version is used by Ray. Don't forget, Motor City Ray Stanz consults with a pocket edition that he keeps in one
chest pocket. The full distribution of various images of Gremlins is shown. Cathulhu Bird's collectible Bird Kildarby computerised versions are consulted when Ghostbusters look for Kildarby Castle and then, Bird Kildarby. Apocalypse - What, now? Egon Spengler examines out loud how he should use the Spirit of Tobin Guide to identify four equestrian
manifestations that were simply trapped. The Scaring of the Green by Ray Stanz mentions Chapter 27 of the Tobin Spirit Guide, called Botanical Specific Avoidance of Spectral Manifestations. Masquerade The Devil in The Deep by Egon Spengler uses a computerized version to look at the Nex. I Am the City A new home computer version is used to find
Mardak. It was expensive and probably not a popular seller. Egon types in Creature: Four Eyes, Four Ears, Red Skin. Long, long, long, etc. Farewell Egon Spengler offers the Tobin Spirit Guide, old newspapers, and books on the history of the neighborhood to identify new ectoplasmic faces later revealed that Blackie. Halloween II 1/2 Jason mentions Junior
Ghostbusters' Halloween costumes based on the illustrations of Class 5 Full Roaming Vapors found on page 23 of Tobin's Spirit Guide (although it's clear that Jason is an alien, Donald the Vampire, and Katherine the Witch). Grundel Egon is looking for a match based on what Lee Meredith gave him. Poultry (bird) hardcover volume in search of
Werechicken's entrance. This is after Wereaardvarks and Werebears. The Werechicken record also contains an antidote formula that treats people bitten by Werechicken. A version of the standing Room Only home computer is used to watch me-Krah. The file is not entitled (for fans) information that Egon reads aloud, and two images of me-K crash. Follow
That Hearse Ray uses a home computer version to watch manhattan's Spirit of the Earth. The file has a brief history and image. If I were a witch Ray uses hardcover to watch Kestrel. Partners in Slime Home computer is used to find Poso and Shifter. Both files listed their class, id number, identity and attributes. The Halloween door of Egon opens a
hardcover to enter the Halloween. On the opposite page is an image of Boogaloo. The 'Ransom Greenspud' Home Computer is used to look like Spiderlegs, but with the error 'Spiderless.' Janine, you've changed Egon finds a file on Makoveris Lotsabax on your home computer. Ghostworld's Egon uses a computerized version to watch Carro zanz. After living
in a fast lane, Egon watches a ghost aboard his Spengler Speedster. Busters in Toyland Egon uses a computerized version to find Lotgar. Not now, slimer! Egon uses a computerized version in Ecto-1, but can't find the file on Squid Ghost. Extreme Ghostbusters IDW Publishing Ghostbusters: Funko Universe Cryptozoic Entertainment Ghostbusters: Tincture
Games Links Egon Spengler (1999). Ghostbusters - Chapter 09: First Customer (1984) (DVD ts. 23:41-23:42). Columbia Pictures. Egon says: Spirit of Tobin Guide. - Mohan, Kim (1989). Spirit of Tobin Guide, W. West End Game, Honsdale, PENNSYLVANIA USA, ISBN 0874312590. 101 Class Notes (2017). IDW Comics- Ghostbusters 101 #5 (2017) (Comic
p.23). 101 Class Notes reads: (In fact, Tobin actually went undercover in the Goser cult to research his methods and history, and supposedly went into more detail about it in a separate, smaller, book called Gozerians among us. 101 Class Notes (2017). IDW Comics- Ghostbusters 101 #5 (2017) (Comic p.23). 101 Class Notes reads: The full text, completed
in 1929, is usually divided for publication, resulting in two (still very heavy, very dense) volumes instead of the original all-inclusive volume that weighs nearly 40 pounds on its own. Insight Editions - Tobin Spirit Guide (2016) (Comic p.4-5). The paragraph reads: My colleague Dr. Egon Spengler and I put in a week's effort to boil the essence of Tobin down in
this thin pocket links you Hold in hand: a book that contains basic information about some of the most common types of faces manifest on this side of the measuring wall, whether it be a spirit, a demon, or even minor gods with aspirations to end life as we know it, through destruction, subjugation, or both. Real Ghostbusters- Don't Forget Motor City (1987)
(DVD ts. 10:32-10:35). Time Life Entertainment. Ray says: As I always say, the painting is worth 1213.7 words and then the pro holds to Tobin Spirit Guide and Mueller, Richard (August 1985). Ghostbusters: Supernatural Spectacular, page 25. Tor Books, New York NY USA, ISBN 0812585984. Michael Druverhaven (2004). 88MPH Studios- Legion issue #3
(2004) (Comic p.02). Michael says: Is Egon still asleep with this copy of the Tobin Spirit Guide I gave him? - Ghostbusters: Board Game Update #29 3/2/15 - Ghostbusters: Board Game Update #30 3/3/15 - Storyteller (2016). Insight Editions - Tobin Spirit Guide (2016) (Comic p.4). The paragraph reads: However, the unabridged edition weighs somewhere
around 35 pounds, making it very comprehensive, but not convenient, as a go-to link to the John and Jane z. public. Tor Books- Ghostbusters Novelization (Holder) (2016) (Book p.36). Line reads: First they read the standard Ghostbusters works: The Speights Catalog, Tobin Spirit Guide, and Roylance Guide. - TomWaltz Tweet 5/3/18 - Don't Forget Motor
City Storyboard Page 71 - Reeves, Michael (2009). Real Ghostbusters Complete Collection Volume Two Drive Five, p. 14-15. CPT Holdings, Inc. and Egon Spengler (2009). The Real Ghostbusters - Apocalypse - What, now? (1986) (DVD ts. 10:00-10:02). Time Life Entertainment. Ray Stanz (2009). The Real Ghostbusters - The Green Tablecloth (1987)
(DVD ts. 7:49-7:56). Time Life Entertainment. Ray says: You forget Chapter 27 in Tobin's Spiritual Guide. Botanical specific avoidance in spectral manifestations. - Egon Spengler (2009). The Real Ghostbusters - The Devil in the Depth (1987) (DVD ts. 8:42-8:49). Time Life Entertainment. Egon says, According to Tobin, Neza was the lord of the Nerdins, the
master of all the aquatic elementals, one of the most powerful of all the primitive gods. The Real Ghostbusters - I'm a City (1987) (DVD ts. 05:41-05:46). Time Life Entertainment. Peter says: So? We watch it in the Tobin Spirit Guide under flying hot dogs. - Ray Stanz (2009). Real Ghostbusters - I'm a City (1987) (DVD ts. 07:53-07:56). Time Life
Entertainment. Ray says: This new computer version of the Spirit of Tobin Guide is great! Egon Spengler (2009). Real Ghostbusters - I'm a City (1987) (DVD ts. 07:57-08:00). Time Life Entertainment. Egon says: It's expensive though, I think it's not a very popular seller. Egon Spengler (2009). Real Ghostbusters - Long, Long, Long, Etc. Goodbye (DVD ts.
7:16-7:22). Развлечения Time Life. Life. says: In addition to Tobin, I offer us a crest through old newspapers and any books on the history of the region. - Jason (2009). Real Ghostbusters - Halloween II 1/2 (1987) (DVD ts. 01:42-01:48). Time Life Entertainment. Jason says: We are a Class five Full roaming vapor, as shown on page 23 of the Tobin Spirit
Guide. Real Ghostbusters Complete Collection Volume Four Disc Five, Bird Scenario page 24. CPT Holdings, Inc. Line reads: Slimer clambers through the closet, grabbing various bottles of things, and hands them to Winston, who adds ingredients to mix the bowl and stirs while Ray reads from Tobin's guidebook. The Real Ghostbusters - Bird (1988) (DVD
ts. 12:37-12:40). Time Life Entertainment. Ray says: Wereaardvarks ... There were carriers... Werechickens! - Ray Stanz (2009). The Real Ghostbusters - Bird (1988) (DVD ts. 12:40-12:45). Time Life Entertainment. Ray says: Any Werechicken Bite will turn into another Werechicken. The Real Ghostbusters - Bird (1988) (DVD ts. 12:50-12:53). Time Life
Entertainment. Ray says: According to this, there is an antidote. - Ray Stanz (2009). The Real Ghostbusters - Bird (1988) (DVD ts. 12:59-13:09). Time Life Entertainment. Ray says: One tablespoon of paprika. One clove of garlic. A little parsley for the color. A cup of gelatin. - Ray Stanz (2009). The Real Ghostbusters - Bird (1988) (DVD ts. 13:22-13:24).
Time Life Entertainment. Ray says: And one tablespoon of chicken chicken. - Ray Stanz (2009). Real Ghostbusters - If I Were a Witch (1989) (DVD ts. 07:45-07:54). Time Life Entertainment. Ray says: According to this, Kestrel is an evil demon who has no physical form so she takes possession of the bodies of men and makes them do terrible things. - Egon
Spengler (2009). The Real Ghostbusters - Halloween Door (1989) (DVD ts. 04:17-04:22). Time Life Entertainment. Egon Spengler (2009). The Real Ghostbusters - The Busters in Toyland (1990) (DVD ts. 16:05-03:24). Time Life Entertainment. Egon Spengler (2009). Real Ghostbusters. (1991) (DVD ts. 08:53-08:56). Time Life Entertainment. 101 Class
Notes (2017). IDW Comics- Ghostbusters 101 #5 (2017) (Comic p.24). 101 Class Notes reads: The catalog is more specialized than Tobin, focusing on the most fantastic knowledge that Spates can muster. IDW Comics - Ghostbusters Annual 2017 (2017) (Comic p.41). Ray Stanz says: Tobin was a bit about a few recurring manifestations of Sedgewick, but I
found a little more background in the revised cults of the foundation in the Northeast. - Kylie Griffin (2018). IDW Comics- Ghostbusters crossing #5 (2018) (Comic p.15). Kylie Griffin says: And if I remember Tobin, the longer possession lasts, the more the spirit of the rider will eat on Dr. Wenkman before ... Egon Spengler (2019). IDW Comics- Ghostbusters
35 years: Ghostbusters (2019) (Comic p.3). Egon Spengler says, There was nothing in Tobin. Insight Editions - Tobin Spirit Guide (2016) (Comic p.4). The paragraph reads: For help in this regard, my fellow Ghostbusters and I most often turned to the seminal work of John Tobin, whose eponymous spirit guide provided us with a wealth of understanding of
the realm of the supernatural. Gallery ID cards from West End game Ghostbusters RPGEgon advises Wat Entry in green pocket EditionEgon advises Wat entry; Close-upement of Trolls EntryEgon consults more trolls EntryEgon translation of Peters words trolls using Tobin Spirit GuideThe book, as seen from Aunt Lois's Spirit A Brief Shot of Boogieman
Joining hardcover TomeWinston looks at Boogieman EntryGremlins Recording in pocket EditionRay computerized version, used in SpaceRay computerized version of ClosedRay in a computerized version of OpenedEgon in a computerized version of ClosedEgon in a computerized version of OpenedEgon's Computerized VersionAs seen in the
Poultrygeistme-Krah computer file in the Permanent Room only me-Krah computer file in the Permanent Room only Indian Earth Spirit computer file in Follow, What hearseIndian Spirit of the Earth file in Follow that hearsin the Spirit of the Earth computer file in Follow that hearseRay looks at Kestrel EntryEgon looks at Halloween EntrySpiderlegs computer file
in The Redemption GreenspudMakoveris Lotsabucks computer file in Janine , You changed Carro zanz in a computerized version in GhostworldLoth , Slimer! File in Not Now, Slimer! File in Not Now, Slimer! File in Not Now, Slimer! File in Not Now, Slimer! File in Not Now, Slimer! File in Not Now, Slimer! Squid Ghost is formed from files, in Not Now, Slimer!
Back books seen in the real Ghostbusters Volume 2 issue #4Back book seen in the real Ghostbusters Volume 2 issue #4As seen in Darkness at noon, part 1B of what Samhain just happened?! As seen from Ghostbusters Release #5As seen in The Ghostbusters Issue #8As seen in Ghostbusters Volume 2 Issue #1The Collectors record in Ghostbusters
Volume 2 Issue #2Non-Canon Cameo's Ghostbusters Volume 2 Issue #5Non-Canon Cameo in Volume 2 issue #5As seen on Ghostbusters Volume 2 Issue #8 Cover RIAs seen in Ghostbusters Volume 2 Issue #11Tiamat and Gozer pages in Ghostbusters Volume 2 Issue #15Tiamat and Gozer Pages in Volume 2 Issue #15As seen in Volume 2 Issue
#15Non-Canon Cameo's Ghostbusters Volume 2 #17Non-Canon Cameo in Volume 2 issue #17As seen in Volume 2 Issue #17Seen on Ghostbusters Volume 2 Issue #20 Regular CoverAs seen in Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles/Ghostbusters release #2As seen in The #3As seen in Get Real Issue #3As seen on Get Real Issue #3 Subscription CoverSandman
Record Seen in Ghostbusters Annual 2015As seen in Ghostbusters Annual 2015 Ghostbusters International #9As seen in Ghostbusters: Funko UniverseAs seen on the cover of A Ghostbusters Answer the Challenge #3As seen on the cover of RI Ghostbusters Year One issue #1Add a photo in this gallery of community content available according to CC-BYSA, unless stated otherwise. Noted.
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